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DAYTON, Ohio, October 14, 1983 -- Morton Schwartz, senior intelligence research specialist for the U.S. Department of State, will give a lecture entitled "Current U.S. -- Soviet Relations" at the University of Dayton October 26, at 7:30 p.m. in Kennedy Union.

The lecture is sponsored by UD's Department of History.

Schwartz works for the Office of Research and Analysis for the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, Bureau of Intelligence and Research, and is responsible for preparing current intelligence assessments and research reports dealing with U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations. He also covers general Soviet foreign policy trends, Soviet activities in the United Nations, and arms control as it affects relations between the United States and Russia.

Joining the State Department in 1979, Schwartz is author of several articles on U.S. and Russian relations. He has earned a Ph.D. from Columbia University, has studied at Moscow University, and served as Research Associate at the Russian Research Center at Harvard University.

For more information and press interviews, contact Ro Nita Hawes, University Communications, at 229-3241.